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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE


The World Unity Football Alliance is excited to announce the 2021 WUFA World Series 

The World Unity Football Alliance is excited to announce the 2021 WUFA World Series, a series 
of tournaments around the globe collaboratively organized and hosted by WUFA members—
bringing people joyfully together through the beautiful game, football. 


Currently, WUFA member teams representing or based in Africa, North America, Asia, South 
America, and Europe are working together on the details of the games and cultural events that 
will be a part of the World Series. WUFA is targeting 2022 for the WUFA World Series Final, 
which will be a larger competition and celebration. 


Reactions from just some of the teams participating in the 2021 WUFA World Series: 


‣ For Nova Paulistânia, it is very special to be part of a "league" with other teams that see 
football as a tool for transforming society. Sport has the ability to shape character and we 
hope that the Word Series can take the possibility of shaping a fairer world everywhere! 
Para a Nova Paulistânia é muito especial fazer parte de uma “liga” com outras equipes 
que veem o futebol como uma ferramenta de transformação da sociedade. O esporte tem 
a capacidade de moldar o caráter e esperamos que a World Series possa levar para todos 
os lugares a possibilidade de moldar um mundo mais justo!


‣ Chagos Islands are delighted to be a part of an organisation that is about more than 
football, an organisation which shares the values and ethos which we believe can bring 
about social change and raise awareness of our plight through the beautiful game. We truly 
cannot wait to share this with our fellow WUFA teams in the World Series.


‣ Darfur United is excited to participate in the WUFA World Series. It's an amazing 
opportunity to bring people together in a spirit of unity and collaboration, something very 
much needed in the world today.


‣ Surrey is looking forward to participating in the WUFA World Series, our first opportunity to 
compete competitively and do so under a banner with a message for unity and cooperation 
that we support and agree with.


‣ Tamil Eelam is looking forward to participating in this new project by WUFA. The series is 
another opportunity for Tamil Eelam to showcase our ability on the pitch and to be able to 
collaborate with other communities around the world.


WUFA members are keeping a close eye on the COVID-19 pandemic and will make decisions 
about events based on recommendations from recognized public health institutions and local 
regulations. 


Please follow WUFA on social media and its website for further information. 


Twitter: @WorldUnityFA

Facebook: @worldunityfootballalliance

Website: worldunityfootballalliace.org 

Contact: amy@iactivism.org 


